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Abstract. Many knowledge graph (KG) embedding models have been proposed for knowledge acquisition tasks and have
achieved high performance on common evaluation metrics. However, many current KG embedding models have only limited
capability for complex implicit information reasoning and may derive results that contradict the ontology of the KG. To tackle
this problem, we propose an ontology-guided joint embedding framework to incorporate the constraints specified in the ontology
into the representation learned by KG embedding models through a joint loss function, which is defined on positive and negative
instances derived from two sets of ontology axioms. Furthermore, we propose two additional reasoning capability evaluation
metrics for measuring the capability of models to correctly predict relations or links deduced from the KG and ontology, and
avoid miss-predictions. The experimental results demonstrated that models with our framework performed better in most cases
across tasks and datasets, and performed significantly better for reasoning capability evaluation metrics in many cases.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge graph embedding aims to mapping the
entities and relations in KGs to low-dimensional vec-
tors and capture their semantics. This reduces the de-
pendence of machine learning algorithms on feature
engineering [1] in downstream tasks, such as question
answering [2–4], information extraction [5, 6], and
item recommendation [7, 8].

Because relations in KGs exhibit multiple patterns,
the first strand of existing KG embedding models fo-
cuses on finding embeddings that could preserve rela-
tional patterns. For instance, RotatE [9] models a re-
lation as rotation from the source to the target for in-
ferring, for example, symmetry and asymmetry, and
Rot-Pro [10] models a relation as an additional projec-
tion on both entities simultaneously to model transi-
tivity. However, in addition to relational patterns, there

*Corresponding author. E-mail: luojie@buaa.edu.cn.

also exist relational constraints in relation properties.
For example, for a functional relation property, there
is an implicit constraint that for a certain entity with
a functional relation, there is only one positive fact.
Although these models have the capability to express
these patterns, these models still derive results that vi-
olate such relational constraints. The neglect of rela-
tional constraints may cause miss-predictions, particu-
larly for KGs with large-scale instances and complex
schema.

Relational constraints could be naturally expressed
in logic rule form, which is defined in the ontology
layer of the KG. As a result of the build and refinement
of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [11], many
open knowledge bases, such as Freebase [12], YAGO
[13], and DBpedia [14], have comprehensive ontolo-
gies that contain rich relation properties and class hi-
erarchies [15]. Ontology information has been widely
used as the second strand of KG embedding methods
because the instance layer alone cannot make sufficient
use of all the structural information of KGs. These
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methods focus on learning KG representations by in-
corporating ontology information into the embedding
and use the joint loss function technique for embed-
ding such information with KG instances simultane-
ously.

Different from the first strand methods, we do not
force KG embedding models to find a projection that
fit relational patterns. Similar to the second strand,
we utilize ontology information, but transform the de-
scription of ontology in OWL to logical rules to gen-
erate instances that feed the KG embedding models to
generically learn both relational patterns and relational
constrains.

In detail, we introduce FOG, which is a generic
ontology-guided semantic reasoning approach for learn-
ing relational patterns and constraints. Specifically,
FOG derives positive and negative examples semanti-
cally by dividing axioms specified in the ontology into
two sets, that is, C-set for deriving positive examples
and V-set for deriving negative examples, which en-
able us to handle axioms in the ontology in a uniform
manner other than item by item. We further propose
a novel loss function with semantic constraints based
on the positive and negative examples derived by C-
set and V-set, which fits the semantics of the KG un-
der the open-world assumption (OWA) [16] better. By
combining the reasoning approach with the loss func-
tion, we present the ontology-guided joint embedding
framework for KG representation learning.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the ontology-guided
joint embedding framework, we propose evaluation
metrics to measure the semantic reasoning capability
of the model based on whether the inference results of
the model obey or violate the axioms in the ontology.
The experimental results for five representative KG
embedding models on three widely used benchmark
datasets demonstrated that our framework not only im-
proved the performance of these models on standard
metrics, but also largely improved their performance
on the proposed reasoning capability evaluation met-
rics. This helps us to reveal the advantages and weak-
nesses of models.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

– We introduce an approach for dividing axioms in
the ontology into a conformance set and violation
set, which we use to semantically derive true pos-
itive and true negative instances of the KG, re-
spectively.

– We propose a generic ontology-guided joint em-
bedding framework for KG representation learn-
ing through a loss function with semantic con-
straints defined on top of instances derived through
the C-set and V-set axioms.

– We define two reasoning capability evaluation
metrics for measuring the capability of KG em-
bedding models for predicting triples that are de-
rived from KG through complex reasoning and
avoiding miss-predictions for triples that contra-
dict the KG.

– Experiments on five representative models demon-
strated that models with our framework obtained
better performance, not only for three common
evaluation metrics but also for the two proposed
reasoning capability evaluation metrics across
two KG completion tasks and three datasets.

The organization of this paper is as follows: We dis-
cuss related work in Section 2. Then, we illustrate the
necessary preliminaries of the KG embedding tech-
niques and present the ontology analysis in Section 3.
In Section 4, we introduce the proposed framework,
FOG, from the perspective of majority modules based
on OWA. Meanwhile, we also propose generic evalu-
ation metrics for measuring the model’s capability to
infer relational patterns as well as learn relational con-
straints. Finally, we discuss the experimental study and
the corresponding analysis in Section 5, followed by
the conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related work

In recent years, many embedding models that en-
code entities and relations of KGs through specific ar-
chitectures have been proposed [17]. In this section,
we summarize related work on KG embedding from
the following two perspectives:

Embedding models focus on instances. The first re-
search direction for this type of KG embedding model
is to build distance-based models, whose scoring func-
tions assume that the embedding of subject entity s
should be close to the embedding of object entity
o after the corresponding transformation of relation
r. TransE [18], a distance-based scoring function as-
sumes the added embedding of subject entity s and
relation r should be close to the embedding of ob-
ject entity o. Following TransE, many variants and ex-
tensions were proposed. TransH [19] projects entities
and relations into a relation-specific hyperplane, which
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enables different projections of an entity for differ-
ent relations. TransR [20] introduces relation-specific
spaces, which builds entity and relation embeddings
in different spaces separately. Recently, Tan et al. pro-
posed a generic model Gtrans [21] to ential all the ex-
isting translation models using multi-state entities dy-
namic relation spaces. RotatE [9] regards relations as
rotations from source entities to target entities, and
hence can also capture additional inversion and com-
position patterns by introducing rotational Hadmard
product. To better handle 1-To-N relations, PairRe [22]
proposed a method to model each relation using paired
vectors to project the corresponding head and tail en-
tities. To remedy the drawback that previous models
cannot model the transitive relation pattern, Rot-Pro
[10] imposes a projection on both source and target en-
tities to express transitivity, and uses a rotation opera-
tion as RotatE to support other relation patterns.

Semantic matching models are another research di-
rection for defining scoring functions. DistMult [23] is
a bilinear diagonal model for multi-relational represen-
tation learning. HolE [24] is a holographic embedding
model which introduces circular correlations. Dihedral
[25] is a recent model that models relations in KGs us-
ing the representation of a dihedral group with prop-
erties to support the relations as symmetry. To expand
Euclidean space, ComplEx [26] first introduces a com-
plex vector space that can capture both symmetric and
asymmetric relations. QuatE [27] uses a quaternion in-
ner product, that is, the Hamilton product, to capture
the latent dependency within four-dimensional space
of relations and entities, and gains more expressive se-
mantic learning capability than RotatE.

Deep neural networks represent another branch for
encoding and have yielded remarkable performance in
recent studies. SME [28], MLP [29], and NTN [30]
attempt to encode linear/bilinear projecting blocks to
neural networks. Recently, models that applying con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) as ConvE [31] and
ConvKB [32] have attracted more attention to learning
deep expressive features.

With the popularity of graph neural networks (GNNs),
GNN-based models have been introduced to learn the
graph data structure under an encoder-decoder frame-
work [17]. KBGAT [33] is an attention-based embed-
ding model that captures both the entity and relation
features of the neighborhoods of any given entity. R-
GCN [34] is another GNN-based model and applies
graph convolutional networks (GCNs) [35] to act as a
graph encoder on relational knowledge bases. The lat-
est model GAATs [36], integrates an attenuated atten-

tion mechanism to assign different weights in differ-
ent relation paths and acquires information from the
neighbors.

Joint embedding models with ontology. To facilitate
more effective KG embedding models, the ontology
information often used to incorporate can be roughly
divided into three categories: (i) ontology rule infor-
mation; (ii) ontology typing information; and (iii) on-
tology hierarchy information.

Wang et al. [37] used rules to improve the embed-
ding model and expressed the KG completion task as
an integer linear programming problem, where the ob-
jective function is generated by the embedding model
and the constraints are generated by rules. KALE [38]
is a unified framework for jointly embedding facts
and logical rules in the KG. The confidence of each
rule is calculated using modal logic and filtered man-
ually. UOKGE [39] learns the embeddings of entities,
classes, and properties on uncertain ontology-aware
KGs according to confidence scores, where the confi-
dence scores of unobserved facts are inferred during
the training process through probabilistic soft logic.
IterE [40] is an iterative KG representation learning
framework, which mainly focuses on the sparsity prob-
lem. It applies modal logic that is similar to instantiat-
ing rules, and considers that the confidence of a propo-
sitional logic expression is composed of the confidence
of the instances connected by specific logical conjunc-
tions.

Li et al. [41] proposed a framework that embeds en-
tities and categories into a semantic space by integrat-
ing structured knowledge and the taxonomy hierarchy
from large knowledge bases to fit concept categoriza-
tion and dataless hierarchical classification tasks. JOIE
[42] designed a mechanism to categorize KGs as an
instance view and ontology view, and designed a spec-
ified mapping method by assuming that any instances
are close to their corresponding concept in the same
space, or in the transformed space. UOKGE [39] is a
novel embedding model that learns the embeddings of
entities, classes, and properties on uncertain ontology-
aware KGs according to confidence scores.

The semantic hierarchy is a ubiquitous property in
KGs and was widely used in previous studies. TKRL
[43] embeds hierarchy type information into KG em-
beddings, and considers hierarchical types as projec-
tion matrices for entities so that the entities have
multiple representations in different types. hTransM
[44] is another hierarchy-constrained link prediction
method that is based on translation-based KG embed-
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ding methods. A recently proposed hierarchy-aware
model HAKE [45] makes improvements by mapping
entities into the polar coordinate system, and can au-
tomatically learn the semantic hierarchy in KGs with-
out using clustering algorithms. Nickel et al. [46] pro-
posed an embedding method based on Poincaré ball
for learning hierarchical representations. The recent
ATTH [47] is a low-dimensional hyperbolic KG em-
bedding method that captures tree-like structures, and
hence modeling hierarchy data.

3. Preliminaries

Before providing the details of the ontology-guided
joint embedding framework, we first introduce a few
concepts that are used in the following sections.

3.1. Knowledge Graph

A KG typically consists of a schema and a set of in-
stances, where the schema is an ontology specified in
description languages, such as RDFS and OWL2 RL.
Hence, KG G is defined as a pair (O, I), where O de-
notes the ontology and I denotes the set of instances
[48]. For a typical KG, the size of the instances is far
larger than that of the ontology, that is, |I| � |O|.
Each instance in I is a triple of the form (s, r, o), where
s is the subject entity, r is a relation (or predicate), and
o is the object entity.

The instances of KGs are typically used to model
factual knowledge, that is, relations between entities,
whereas the ontology is used to model the semantic
constraints that entities and relations must obey. Thus,
a KG can be regarded as a labeled directed graph, in
which a relation can be regarded as a link from the
subject vertex to the object vertex.

3.2. Ontology

An ontology consists of a set of axioms that specify
the semantic constraints that certain knowledge must
satisfy. A typical ontology written in OWL 2 Web On-
tology Language (OWL2) [11] mainly contains three
types of axioms: axioms about classes, axioms about
relations and data properties, and axioms about roles
[49].

In this study, we focus on axioms about relations and
attempt to make the KG embedding reflect the seman-
tic constraints defined by these axioms. For the ontol-
ogy of KGs, two ontology description languages are

commonly used: RDFS for specifying a simple ontol-
ogy and an OWL 2 RL language profile [50] for speci-
fying an ontology that requires more powerful expres-
siveness. To gain and use a stronger reasoning capabil-
ity, we write the ontology in this study in the OWL 2
RL language.

Axioms about relations in OWL 2 RL are typically
specified by defining semantic properties about rela-
tions. These semantic properties include irreflexive,
symmetric, asymmetric, transitive, functional, inverse
functional, inverse to some other relations, subproperty
of some other relations, and equivalent to some other
relations. The exact semantics are defined as follows:

(1) For a reflective relation r, (e, r, e) is an instance of
r for any entity e.

(2) For an irreflective relation r, (e, r, e) is not an in-
stance of r for any entity e.

(3) For a symmetric relation r, if (s, r, o) is a relation
instance, then its symmetric form (o, r, s) is also an
instance of r.

(4) For an asymmetric relation r, if (s, r, o) is a relation
instance, then its symmetric form (o, r, s) is not an
instance of r.

(5) For a transitive relation r, if (a, r, b) and (b, r, c)
are both instances of r, then (a, r, c) is also an in-
stance of r.

(6) For a functional relation r, if (a, r, b) is an instance
of r, then for any c 6= b, (a, r, c) is not an instance
of r.

(7) For an inverse functional relation r, if (a, r, b) is an
instance of r, then for any c 6= a, (c, r, b) is not an
instance of r.

(8) For a relation r that is inverse to a relation p, if
(s, r, o) is an instance of r, then (o, p, s) is an in-
stance of p.

(9) For a relation r1 that is a subproperty of relation
r2, if (s, r1, o) is an instance of r1, then (s, r2, o) is
an instance of r2.

(10) For a relation r1 that is equivalent to relation r2,
(s, r1, o) is an instance of r1 if and only if (iff)
(s, r2, o) is an instance of r2.

3.3. Knowledge graph embedding

To enable the semantics of structured data in the KG
to be modeled and learned by a machine, KG embed-
ding methods use various machine learning strategies.
The overall procedure can be summarized from the fol-
lowing aspects.
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Representation Space. Current KG embedding mod-
els mainly use Euclidean space for the representation
of a vector, matrix, and tensor. Additionally, motivated
by Euler’s identity, models such as RotatE represent
entities and relations in a complex space to support
taking relation as a rotation. Hyperbolic space is also
used for KG embedding since its geometric feature
benefits the modeling of hierarchical structure among
entities [47].

Scoring function. The scoring function is used to
measure the plausibility of facts [17]. There are two
typical types of scoring functions. Distance-based
scoring functions represented by TransX aim to calcu-
late the Euclidean distance between the relational pro-
jection of entities. Semantic matching scoring func-
tions calculate the semantic similarity, which typically
adopts a multiplicative formulation. Different scoring
functions are designed by different models as their
measurement criteria.

Negative Sampling. Given a positive instance τ+ =
(s, r, o) ∈ I, where I stores positive instances in the
KG, negative sampling generates negative instances by
replacing either the subject s or object o with a random
entity sampled uniformly from entity set E [18]. I−
denotes the set of negative instances. Note that under
the OWA, instances in I− are less likely to be true, but
not definitely wrong.

Loss Functions. Two types of loss function are com-
monly used by KG embedding models. Both of them
fit the OWA and are listed below.

Margin-based loss: Translation-based models [18–
20, 51] generally apply margin-based loss (also called
pairwise ranking loss) [52] to maximize the discrim-
inative margin γ between a positive instance τ+ =
(s, r, o) and negative instance τ− = (s′, r, o′). Given a
positive set I, a negative set I− is constructed using
negative sampling which replaces either the subject s
or object o with a random entity sampled uniformly
from entity set E [18]. Entity and relation representa-
tions can be learned by minimizing the pairwise rank-
ing loss

Lmarg =
∑
τ+∈I
τ−∈I−

max (0, γ − fr(s, o) + fr (s′, o′))

(3.1)

to make the scores of positive instances higher than
those of negative instances. The models do not assume

that negative instances obtained by sampling are nec-
essarily false, just that they are more invalid than the
positive instances [53].

Logistic loss: According to Trouillon et al. [26], se-
mantic matching models such as DistMult [23] and
ComplEx [26] have yielded better results on logistic
loss generally. Recently, the logistic loss has also been
applied to CNN-based models, such as ConvKB [32].
The formulation of logistic loss is as:

Llogi =
∑
τ+∈I
τ−∈I−

log
(
1 + exp

(
−l(s,r,o) · fr(s, o)

))
(3.2)

, where τ = (s, r, o) is a training instance in I or I−,
and l(s,r,o) is the label of τ. If τ ∈ I, l(s,r,o) is 1; other-
wise it is−1. It has been shown that minimizing the lo-
gistic loss can help to find compact representations for
some complex semantic properties, such as transitivity
[54].

4. Ontology guided joint embedding framework

In this section, we introduce FOG, which is an
ontology-guided joint embedding framework for learn-
ing both relational patterns and relational constraints.
The main architecture of the FOG framework is shown
in Figure 1. We then describe the majority modules of
FOG. In Section 4.1, we describe the batching process
that generates instances that reflect relational patterns
and constraints based on ontology axioms. In Section
4.2, we illustrate the loss constructing module, which
utilizes various loss functions according to instances
from different batches, and the joint loss. Finally, in
Section 4.3, we propose new generic evaluation met-
rics, which measure the reasoning capability of KG
embedding models over relation properties.

4.1. Batching module

In the KG embedding scenario, only relation in-
stances between different entities are considered;
hence, the relations under consideration are already as-
sumed to be irreflective. Additionally, a semantic prop-
erty, such as equivalent to, can be handled by map-
ping two equivalent relations to the same embedding.
Hence, axioms about reflective, irreflective, and equiv-
alent to semantic properties do not require special con-
sideration during KG embedding.

The other seven types of axioms about relation se-
mantic properties can be divided into two sets based
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Embedding
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ℒ𝐽

𝒆ۦ(𝒉, 𝒓, 𝒕) ∈ ۧ𝑰

𝒆ۦ(𝒉, 𝒓, 𝒕) ∈ ۧ𝑫+(𝑰𝑪)

𝒆ۦ(𝒉, 𝒓, 𝒕) ∈ ۧ𝑫−(𝑰𝑽)

KGE

Models

𝒉
𝒕

𝒓

TransE

ConvKB

KBGAT

…

𝛼1

𝛼3

𝛼2 Concat/avg

Batching Loss

Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the ontology-guided KG embedding framework. Different from general KG embedding models, additional true
positive and true negative instances derived beyond KG (D+(IC) and D−(IV)) are introduced in the batching step. After that, the KG embed-
ding methods generate a loss respectively according to the definition in Section 4.2. Finally a joint loss LJ is derived after the conjunction of
three losses and back propagate for the optimization of the KG embedding.

Table 1
Notations and descriptions.

Notation Description

I Knowledge Graph instances
I− Instances not in KG
IC Instances in KG related to the C-set
IV Instances in KG related to the V-set
D+(IC) True-positive instances derived from IC

D−(IV) True-negative instances derived from GV

on the characteristics of the relation instances derived
from those axioms. The conformance set (C-set) of
axioms specify that some other instances should be
treated as positive instances during training and predic-
tion because they are semantic consequences of known
triples (relation instances) in I.

(1) According to the semantics of symmetry, both
(s, r, o) and (o, r, s) should be annotated and pre-
dicted to reflect the symmetry property of relation
r. For example, when a KG embedding model is
fed an observed fact (Amy is_Married_To John),
the model is expected to be equipped with the rea-

soning capability so that it will know that (John
is_Married_To Amy) is also a true fact.

(2) According to the semantics of transitivity, transi-
tive closure can be deduced for relation r based
on the above rule, which is an instance set of r
that is closed under transitivity. Similar to human
common sense, the stronger the capability of the
KG embedding model for reasoning transitive re-
lations, the more multi-hop triples in the transitive
closure can be inferred.

(3) According to the semantics of the inverse to prop-
erty, relations that are inverse to each other can
both generate positive instances. For example, the
relations “nominations" and "nominees" are in-
verse to each other. Hence the model should be
able to infer relation instances using this property
by switching the subject and object entities.

(4) According to the semantics of subproperty of, two
entities are predicted or known to have a relation
that indicates that they also have the correspond-
ing super-relations. For example, when a model
predicts (A, isLocatedIn, B), it should also infer
(A, placedIn, B) because isLocatedIn is a subprop-
erty of placedIn.
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Table 2
Semantic reasoning rules for relation property axioms.

Relation Property Semantic Reasoning Rule

Axioms in C-set symmetry if (s, r, o) ∈ IC , then (o, r, s) ∈ D+(IC)

transitivity if (a, r, b), (b, r, c) ∈ IC , then (a, r, c) ∈ D+(IC)

inverse to if r = p−1 and (s, r, o) ∈ IC , then (o, p, s) ∈ D+(IC)

subproperty of if r1 ⊆ r2 and (s, r1, o) ∈ IC , then (s, r2, o) ∈ D+(IC)

Axioms in V-set asymmetry if (s, r, o) ∈ IV , then (o, r, s) ∈ D−(IV)

functionality if b 6= c and (a, r, b) ∈ IV , then (a, r, c) ∈ D−(IV)

inverse functionality if a 6= c and (a, r, b) ∈ IV , then (c, r, b) ∈ D−(IV)
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Fig. 2. The process of deriving D+(IC) and D−(IV) semantically
based on the C-set and V-set axioms.

Hence, axioms related to semantic properties {symme-
try, transitivity, inverse to, subproperty of } belong to
C-set. The instances in I that are related to C-set are
denoted by IC and the positive instances derived from
IC based on axioms in C-set are denoted by D+(IC).

The violation set (V-set) of axioms that specify
some other instances should be treated as negative in-
stances during training and prediction because they
contradict some known triples in I.

(1) According to the semantics of asymmetry, only
one of the two relation instances of the symmet-
ric form should be annotated and predicted to re-
flect the asymmetry property of relation r. For ex-
ample, (man, created, account) is a ground-truth
annotation in the dataset. Because “created" is an
asymmetric relation, the symmetric form (account,
created, man) cannot be an instance of the rela-
tion “created." Therefore, we expect that the model
could avoid making the mistake of matching the
symmetric forms of the ground-truth annotations
for asymmetric relations when making predictions.
The more predictions match the symmetric forms,
the weaker the capability of the KG embedding
model to capture the asymmetry property.

(2) According to the semantics of functionality, the
functional property requires that for any given sub-
ject entity, there is only one object entity that con-
stitutes a relation instance with the subject entity.
It can be viewed as a constraint for the embedding
of many-to-one relations.

(3) The inverse functionality property is similar to the
functional property, except it requires that for any
given object entity, there is only one subject entity
that constitutes a relation instance with the subject
entity. It can be viewed as a constraint for the em-
bedding of one-to-many relations.

Hence, axioms related to semantic properties {asym-
metry, functionality, inverse functionality} belong to
V-set. The instances in I that are related to the V-
set are denoted by IV and the negative instances de-
rived from IV based on axioms in V-set are denoted
byD−(IV). All notations and descriptions are listed in
Table 1.

Based on the above analysis, the semantic reason-
ing rules for deriving positive and negative relation in-
stances based on all the relation semantic property ax-
ioms are defined in Table 2. For example, an axiom
that specifies a relation r is symmetric belongs to C-
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set because, according to the semantics of symmetry,
(a, r, b) ∈ I implies that its symmetric form (b, r, a)
is a positive instance. An axiom that specifies that re-
lation r is functional belongs to the V-set because, ac-
cording to the semantics of functionality, (a, r, b) ∈ I
implies that for any c 6= b, (a, r, c) is a negative in-
stance.

Following the semantic reasoning rules for relation
property axioms,new ground-truth triples can be de-
rived from known ground-truth triples in the KG that
match the C-set or V-set axioms 1. The semantic rea-
soning process for constructing D+(IC) and D−(IV)
from the original KG is shown in Figure 2. In fact, the
semantic reasoning rules can be defined not only for
the relation property axioms but also for other axioms
defined in the ontology, such as the broadly used class
assertion axioms and class hierarchy axioms [15, 45].
We will leave this for future works.

4.2. Loss constructing module

The basic idea used to incorporate semantic con-
straints specified in the ontology into the KG embed-
ding models is to use the two sets of derived instances,
D+(IC) and D−(IV), because the semantics of rela-
tion property axioms in the ontology can be reflected
by the relation instances in the KG and the derived in-
stances together.

To follow more closely the OWA used in KG con-
struction, unobserved instances are not treated as neg-
ative instances, but just assumed to be not necessar-
ily wrong. As a result, the relation instances used for
training can be divided into three types: instances in
both I and D+(IC) as positive examples, instances in
D−(IV) as true negative examples, and instances in
I- that are generated by negative sampling as possibly
negative examples.

Because the original loss function already reflects
the fitness of the model with I and I−, two loss func-
tions are introduced, conformance loss LC and viola-
tion loss LV , for measuring the fitness of the model
with D+(IC) and D−(IV) respectively.

Conformance loss LC . According to the semantics
of the axioms in the OWL2 RL [11] ontology, the se-
mantic reasoning rules are always sound; that is, the
derived instance set D+(IC) contains only true posi-
tive instances with 100% confidence. Thus, similar to

1In practice, to avoid the problem of label leaking, D+(IC) is a
set which filtered out the testing triples.

Lmarg, conformance loss LC is defined by replacing I
with D+(IC) and I− with ∅ in the pairwise ranking
loss Lmarg. Given a positive instance τ+ = (s, r, o) ∈
D+(IC) and negative instance τ− = (s′, r, o′) ∈ I−,
the construction of LC is as follows:

LC =
∑

τ+∈D+(IC)

τ−∈I−

max (0, γ − fr(s, o) + fr (s′, o′))

(4.1)

In the case of the logistic loss, the definition of LC

is similar to that of the pairwise ranking loss. We omit
the details here.

Violation loss LV . Following the basic idea that the
instances in D−(IV) are “more negative” than the in-
stances that are generated by negative sampling, the
form of the loss functions for the pairwise ranking loss
and logistic loss also need to be corrected slightly. In
the case of the pairwise ranking loss, the violation loss
LV is defined as follows:

LV =
∑
τ+∈IV

τ−∈D−(IV)

max (0, γ′ − fr(s, o) + fr (s′, o′))

(4.2)

LV is defined by replacing the I with ∅ and I− with
D−(IV) in Lmarg. Specifically, an additional hyperpa-
rameter γ′ is introduced to replace the discriminative
margin γ in LV . γ′ is set to be larger than γ to ensure
that D−(IV) is “more negative” by making the mar-
gin between I and I− smaller than that between I and
D−(IV).

In the case of the logistic loss, another hyperparam-
eter θ (θ > 1) is introduced as the label of instances
in D−(IV) to make it “more negative” and the label
function is corrected accordingly:

l(s,r,o) =


1, if (s, r, o) ∈ I ∪ D+(IC)

−1, if (s, r, o) ∈ I−

−θ, if (s, r, o) ∈ D−(IV)

(4.3)

Ontology Guided Joint Loss. The original loss is
combined with the conformance loss and violation loss
in the ontology-guided joint loss function, which is de-
fined as follows:

LJ = L+ α1 · LC + α2 · LV (4.4)
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where α1 and α2 are hyperparameters for tuning the
weights between the three losses.

The above correction to the loss function makes the
FOG framework conform more to the OWA by dif-
ferentiating positive instances, negative instances, and
potentially negative instances.

4.3. Generalization capability evaluation metrics.

We expect an effective KG embedding model to be
capable of capturing relational properties as defined
in Section 3.2. Recent work has proposed analyzing
methods from the perspective of evaluating the model
performance on various relation properties [55]. On
the other hand, to evaluate the reasoning capability to
infer implicit positive instances of the KG and avoid
the derivation of true negative instances based on the
relation property axioms, we propose two new evalu-
ation metrics. We denote the instances in the test set
that are related to the C-set and V-set axioms as TC and
TV respectively. The true positive instances and true
negative instances derived from them are denoted by
D+(TC) and D−(TC) respectively.

HitD+(TC)@k: We define the top-k Hit Ratio on
D+(TC) as

HitD+(TC)@k =
|D+(TC)@k|
|D+(TC)|

, (4.5)

where |D+(TC)| is the number of instances inD+(TC)
and |D+(TC)@k| is the number of instances inD+(TC)
that appear in the top-k rank list during prediction.

HitD−(TV)@k: We define the top-k Hit Ratio on
D−(TV) as

HitD−(TV)@k =
|D−(TV)@k|
|D−(TV)|

, (4.6)

where |D−(TV)| is the number of instances inD−(TV)
and |D−(TV)@k| is the number of instances inD−(TV)
that appear in the top-k rank list during prediction.

According to the definition, HitD+(TC)@k mea-
sures how capable the model is of deriving positive
triples that are implicitly contained in the KG, and
HitD−(TV)@k measures how bad the model is at avoid-
ing the derivation of instances that contradict the KG.

5. Experiments

We evaluated the FOG framework on two KG com-
pletion tasks: relation prediction and link prediction.

In this section, we discuss the performance of the FOG
enhanced models from an ontology-specific view. Ad-
ditionally, we provide an axiom study and case study in
Section 5.7 and Section 5.8, respectively, for relations
with semantic properties.

5.1. Datasets

We evaluated the effectiveness of our FOG frame-
work on the following three widely adopted bench-
mark datasets.

– FB15k-237 [56] contains 14,541 entities, 237 re-
lations, and 272,115 training triples. . It is a mod-
ified version of FB15k that excludes inverse rela-
tions to resolve a flaw with FB15k [31].

– NELL-995 [57] contains 75,492 entities, 200 re-
lations, and 149,678 training triples. The num-
ber of entities in NELL-995 is approximately five
times that in FB15k-237, whereas the number of
training triples in NELL-995 is only about half of
that in FB15k-237, which means that NELL-995
is sparser.

– YAGO3-10 [58] is a subset of the YAGO3 dataset.
It contains 123,182 entities, 37 relations, and
1,079,040 training triples. Each entity has a min-
imum of 10 relations. Test results on YAGO3-10
demonstrate the performance of models on large-
scale datasets, to a certain extent.

The number of entities and relations, and the statis-
tics of the train/validation/test set splits for the FB15k-
237, NELL-995, and YAGO3-10 datasets are listed in
Table 3.

Because not all relation semantic property axioms
supported by OWL2 RL appeared in all three datasets,
we analyzed the related relation semantic property ax-
ioms for each dataset. The relation semantic properties
for the YAGO3-10 dataset include {symmetry, transi-
tivity, subproperty of, asymmetry, functionality}, which
we used for the training and testing of models with
our framework. Because no ontology is defined for the
FB15k-237 and NELL-995 datasets, we aligned the
relations on FB15k-237 and NELL-995 with the on-
tology of YAGO3 manually. We also used the corre-
sponding axioms in the YAGO3 ontology to construct
an ontology for these two datasets. Note that WN18RR
[31] is a dataset as commonly used as FB15k-237,
but we did not conduct an experiment on it because
WN18RR has no relation that can be aligned with
YAGO3-10.
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Table 3
Statistics of datasets. IC and IV denote the number of relation instances related to the C-set and V-set axioms respectively in the train set. TC
and TV denote the number of relation instances related to the C-set and V-set axioms respectively in the test set.

Triples

entities relations train valid test IC IV TC TV

FB15k-237 14,541 237 272,115 17,535 20,466 7,810 10,698 396 933
NELL-995 75,492 200 149,678 543 3,992 3,263 10,771 0 3,992
YAGO3-10 123,182 37 1,079,040 5,000 5,000 124,484 122,955 578 569

5.2. Evaluation protocol

We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed
ontology-guided joint embedding framework on the
relation and link prediction tasks. The purpose of re-
lation prediction is to predict the relation between two
given entities, that is, infer r given (s, o), and link pre-
diction aims to predict a missing entity given a relation
and an entity, that is, infer s given (r, o) or infer o given
(s, r). We evaluated all the models using the following
two types of metrics.

Apart from the generalization capability evaluation
metrics proposed in Section 4.3, we evaluated the
KG embedding models using three common evalua-
tion metrics: mean rank (MR), mean reciprocal rank
(MRR), and Hit@k. Let N be the number of valid in-
stances in the test set.

MR =

∑N
i=1 ri

N
(5.1)

MRR =

∑N
i=1(1/ri)

N
(5.2)

Hit@k =
N@k

N
(5.3)

where ri is the predicted rank of the ith instance in test
set, and N@k is the number of instances in test set that
appear in the top-k rank list.

For each valid triples (s, r, o) in the test set, we re-
place r with every other relation in the dataset to cre-
ate corrupted triples in the relation prediction task, and
replace either s or o with every other entities in the
dataset to create corrupted triples in the link prediction
task. Following previous works [18, 27, 31–33], we
evaluated all the models in a filtered setting, that is, we
removed corrupt triples that appeared in the training,

validation, or test sets during ranking. We ranked the
valid triple and filtered corrupted triples in ascending
order of their prediction scores.

It was recently proposed [59] that the position at
which the correct triplet is inserted can substantially
affect the prediction results since certain KG embed-
ding models derive the same score for different triples.
Therefore, we use the robust evaluation protocol pro-
posed in [59] to minimize the evaluation bias.

We report Hit@1 for relation prediction and Hit@10
for link prediction because the number of relations in
datasets is relatively smaller than that of entities. The
lower the MR, higher the MRR, or higher the Hit@k,
the better the performance.

5.3. Experimental Setup

We implemented all the baseline models and mod-
els enhanced with the ontology-guided joint embed-
ding framework (i.e., FOG) in Python using Tensor-
Flow 1.13.1 or PyTorch 1.1.0. We performed most of
the experiments on a workstation with an Intel Xeon
Gold 5118 2.30 GHz CPU and NVIDIA Tesla V100-
SXM2 16 GB GPU. The exception was experiments
for KBGAT on YAGO3-10, which we performed on a
different workstation, with an NVIDIA Titan RTX 24
GB GPU.

To ensure that the implemented environment con-
sisted of the FOG enhanced models, we reproduced the
baseline models using publicly available source code.
The overall deviation of the reproduction results was
within ±4%of the reported results in [31, 33]. We list
all the hyperparameter settings for the baseline models
in Appendix A.

For the newly introduced hyperparameters, we
trained the FOG enhanced models using a grid search
of the hyperparameters: weight tuning hyperparame-
ters for LC ,LV , α1, α2 ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 1.0}, discrim-
inative margin for true negative instances in pairwise
ranking loss γ′ ∈ {1, 1.5, 2.0}, label of true negative
instances in logistic loss θ ∈ {1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 2.0},
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Table 4
Relation prediction results on FB15k-237, NELL-995 and YAGO3-10 (k = 1). We omit theD+(TC) column for the NELL-995 dataset, because
D+(TC) is empty for NELL-995. The best score for each metric of each KG embedding model is listed in bold.

FB15k-237 NELL-995 YAGO3-10
Hit@1 HitD+(TC)@1 HitD−(TV )

@1 Hit@1 HitD−(TV )
@1 Hit@1 HitD+(TC)@1 HitD−(TV )

@1

TransE (base) 80.97 50.21 1.18 48.07 0.00 84.62 31.84 1.58
TransE (aug) 82.26 68.13 0.43 46.42 0.00 86.14 58.75 2.64
OG-TransE 82.36 71.43 0.21 50.13 0.00 84.50 50.27 1.41
ConvKB (base) 88.66 52.66 0.11 67.79 0.00 62.98 20.88 3.52
ConvKB (aug) 88.98 72.70 0.32 67.51 0.00 59.26 86.90 1.93
OG-ConvKB 91.70 83.77 0.21 71.39 0.00 68.72 97.28 6.68

QuatE (base) 91.67 36.77 0.11 46.29 0.25 90.46 86.63 2.81
QuatE (aug) 91.66 63.06 0.32 46.79 0.33 90.10 98.66 1.58
OG-QuatE 87.68 54.35 0.43 46.79 0.15 91.67 98.67 0.18
KBGAT (base) 80.40 69.06 0.54 33.24 0.02 45.30 6.44 2.46
KBGAT (aug) 70.82 78.44 7.82 30.98 29.38 50.52 47.95 2.11
OG-KBGAT 88.49 84.36 0.21 40.38 0.00 53.98 13.90 1.23
On2Vec (base) 97.81 98.31 32.94 75.78 66.14 98.90 99.78 37.88
On2Vec (aug) 97.35 97.03 26.37 74.03 68.83 99.10 99.63 42.58
OG-On2Vec 98.31 95.34 1.61 76.39 0.28 99.32 99.65 35.75

Table 5
Link prediction results on FB15k-237, NELL-995, and YAGO3-10 on three common evaluation metrics. The results of ConvKB (base) and
KBGAT (base) are taken from the revised version from [59] and others are the reproduced results with suggested hyper-parameters.

FB15k-237 NELL-995 YAGO3-10
MR MRR Hit@10 MR MRR Hit@10 MR MRR Hit@10

TransE (base) 329.9 0.282 42.56 6773.6 0.224 38.06 1335.3 0.150 40.62
TransE (aug) 264.8 0.292 46.61 7235.3 0.222 38.70 1264.7 0.172 42.32
OG-TransE 266.0 0.297 47.14 6774.8 0.226 38.77 1366.8 0.179 45.64
ConvKB (base) 372.1 0.213 39.60 4788.7 0.347 48.18 6635.4 0.451 57.80
ConvKB (aug) 369.9 0.216 39.75 4944.9 0.344 48.06 4574.8 0.424 56.24
OG-ConvKB 243.6 0.422 54.76 4052.7 0.370 48.68 6238.1 0.459 63.30
QuatE (base) 95.6 0.350 53.92 166.8 0.468 58.72 381.7 0.450 65.78
QuatE (aug) 94.9 0.353 54.26 167.1 0.465 58.38 404.7 0.440 64.94
OG-QuatE 75.3 0.408 59.80 163.1 0.493 62.65 264.3 0.542 74.70
KBGAT (base) 360.1 0.167 31.89 3032.4 0.310 46.96 3815.9 0.075 13.88
KBGAT (aug) 378.7 0.157 30.43 3016.0 0.338 47.48 5829.8 0.073 13.04
OG-KBGAT 266.2 0.189 36.90 1194.2 0.421 60.61 1018.1 0.253 46.83

ratio of used derived true positive instances {0.1, 0.2,

0.5, 0.8}, and ratio of generating true negative in-

stances {8, 10, 20, 40}.

We selected the model with the highest Hit@k value

on the validation set to be evaluated on the test set. We

list the best hyperparameter settings, in addition to the

total number of epochs for the training process for the

FOG enhanced models, in Appendix A.

5.4. Baseline models

We chose TransE, ConvKB, QuatE, and KBGAT as
baseline models and applied FOG to them. We discov-
ered problems with these baseline models, which may
represent a common problem for current KG embed-
ding models.

Inconsistent performance for link and relation
prediction across datasets. The experimental results
also demonstrated that some models performed differ-
ently on different datasets and prediction tasks, which
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Table 6
Link prediction results on two reasoning capability evaluation metrics.

FB15k-237 NELL-995 YAGO3-10
HitD+(TC)@10 HitD−(TV )

@10 HitD−(TV )
@10 HitD+(TC)@10 HitD−(TV )

@10

TransE (base) 30.09 0.00 4.94 16.38 0.00
TransE (aug) 57.69 0.05 5.30 71.93 0.00
OG-TransE 57.10 0.05 4.17 65.15 0.00
ConvKB (base) 24.85 0.16 1.04 18.47 60.28
ConvKB (aug) 56.81 0.16 1.05 43.65 60.19
OG-ConvKB 57.44 0.16 0.36 62.28 55.36
QuatE (base) 23.71 1.39 35.88 19.15 0.53
QuatE (aug) 52.07 1.66 36.76 77.11 0.97
OG-QuatE 49.45 0.64 15.98 78.13 0.70

KBGAT (base) 22.61 0.05 16.87 10.09 0.00
KBGAT (aug) 40.88 0.02 43.33 73.44 0.00
OG-KBGAT 36.73 0.05 13.98 16.42 0.00

illustrates that a lack of generalizability across tasks
and datasets is still a problem for current KG embed-
ding models. For instance, the performance of KBGAT
was significantly different on the relation and link pre-
diction tasks; that is, it outperformed other models for
link prediction, whereas its performance for the rela-
tion prediction task was relatively low in comparison
to other models. The construction of KG embedding
models that have consistently good performance on
both tasks on different datasets is still a challenge.

Unstable performance for certain types of mod-
els. By conducting training and testing repeatedly on
the relation and link prediction tasks, we found that
CNN-based models, such as ConvKB and KB-GAT
(which uses ConvKB as the decoder), demonstrated
unstable performance each time. A possible reason is
that CNN-based models are more sensitive to the ini-
tial value of the embedding vectors, which may cause
the models to find a local optimal solution instead of
a global optimal solution. For example, the reported
link prediction result for KBGAT on FB15k-237 was
62.6% for Hit@10.After reproducing ten times on
FB15k-237 with the suggested best parameters [33],
we obtained an average Hit@10 result of 59.13% with
a standard deviation of 1.5%.

5.5. Result and Discussion

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of our
ontology-guided joint embedding framework by eval-
uating the performance of the baseline models with-
out/with the FOG framework on both the relation and
link prediction tasks.

We considered four representative models as our
baseline models: TransE [18], ConvKB [32], QuatE
[27], KBGAT [33], and On2Vec2 [15].We represent
the baseline models as [name](base). We also deployed
variants of baselines for the ablation study: for data
augmentation, we also used triples inferred from the
training set based on axioms in C-set for training. We
represent the augmented baselines as [name](aug). We
represent the models enhanced by the FOG framework
as FOG-[name]. The experimental results for relation
prediction are presented in Table 4. The results for link
prediction are presented in Table 5 and Table 6.

Improvement on the common evaluation metrics. .
The common evaluation metrics (MR, MRR, Hit@k)
measure the general prediction capability of models.
By analyzing results for both the relation and link pre-
diction tasks on three benchmark datasets, we found
that models with our ontology-guided joint embedding
framework performed better in most cases for the com-
mon evaluation metrics. For instance, for the Hit@k
metrics, models with our framework gained a 0.5% to
15% improvement on most datasets, with only a few
exceptions, which indicates that the ontology-guided
joint embedding framework did not damage the orig-
inal advantages of the baseline models, and in most
cases could enhance the performance of different KG
embedding models.

2We will not show the link prediction results of On2Vec since
it is specially designed for relation prediction and has a very low
performance on link prediction.
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Improvement on the reasoning capability evaluation
metrics. The proposed reasoning capability evalua-
tion metrics measure the effectiveness of the ontology-
guided joint embedding framework for inferring hid-
den relation instances in the KG and avoiding deriv-
ing relation instances that contradict the KG. The ex-
perimental results on both the relation and link pre-
diction tasks demonstrated that there were signifi-
cant improvements to the reasoning capability eval-
uation metrics for the models with the FOG frame-
work. According to the definitions of the reason-
ing capability evaluation metrics in Section 4.3, the
higher the value of HitD+(TC)@k and the lower the
value of HitD−(TV)@k, the better the reasoning perfor-
mance. From Table 4 and 6 the best HitD+(TC)@k and
HitD−(TV)@k achieved a 295% and 100% improve-
ment, respectively. This indicates that our framework
improved the reasoning capability of the KG embed-
ding models.

The experimental results also demonstrated that the
reasoning capability of the models exhibited differ-
ent patterns on different datasets. For instance, all
the models, except On2Vec, had a very low hit ra-
tio for miss-predictions for true negative instances
(HitD−(TV)@k) on the FB15k-237 dataset, whereas
many models had a high HitD−(TV)@k on the NELL-
995 dataset. The models with our framework per-
formed particularly better on datasets such as NELL-
995. The HitD−(TV)@k values for On2Vec and KB-
GAT improved significantly with our framework. The
hit ratio of miss-predictions reduced by 100% and
99.5%, respectively, for KBGAT and On2Vec for re-
lation prediction, and 88.6% for KBGAT for link pre-
diction. A possible reason is that sparse graphs provide
fewer facts and thus rely more on the reasoning capa-
bility of models.

Generally, the experimental results demonstrated
that the FOG framework improved the reasoning ca-
pability of the KG embedding models, while achiev-
ing performance on the common evaluation metrics
that was the same as or better than that of the origi-
nal model. To further explore the effectiveness of the
FOG framework, we conducted an ablation study, ax-
iom study, and case study.

5.6. Ablation study

We conducted an ablation study using the same
D+(IC) derived in the FOG enhanced models as aug-
mentation data for training. The results demonstrated
that the augmentation results were higher than those

of baseline models overall, but lower than those of
the models with the FOG framework. Even though
some models without the FOG framework had a higher
HitD+(TC)@10 value in some cases, they typically also
had a higher HitD−(TV)@10, which indicates that they
had a higher miss-prediction ratio; that is, more true
negative instances were predicted as positive instances
by mistake. This indicates that simply augmenting the
models with triples derived from the KG cannot equip
the KG embedding models with sufficient capability
to fully learn the axiom constraints from the ontology.
The ablation study demonstrated that the proposed KG
framework is a generic approach for enhancing the KG
embedding model with better performance and reason-
ing capability.

5.7. Axiom Study

We further discuss the interpretability of axioms,
that is, whether axioms can be used to explain KG em-
bedding.

We split the triples in TC according to the spe-
cific semantic property axiom and conducted an axiom
study on each set. Specifically, we used Hit@10 as the
evaluation metric because, for triples containing rela-
tions related to a semantic property axiom in C-set, the
KG embedding model should be able to predict both
the original triples and the triples derived from them
according to the C-set axioms if the constraint speci-
fied by the axiom is learned by the model.

For triples in TV , we also conducted an axiom study
on each set that was split using relation properties. We
used the common evaluation metric NDCG. NDCG
measures the discounted cumulative gain of the actual
returned result. For relations in V-set, we expect that
the correct entity should not only be hit but also sepa-
rated from the false entities as far as possible; that is,
we care about the specific ranking of the missing enti-
ties. We intuitively consider that the correlation of the
correct entity is 1 and that of the wrong entities is 0,
and hence, the NDCG indicator can be written as

NDCG =
1

log2(i + 1)
,

where i denotes the rank of the missing entity.
The axiom study result is shown in n Figure 3. The

histograms directly show that the improvement for a
specific axiom was rather significant for some models,
such as TransE and ConvKB for the transitive prop-
erty and QuatE for the transitive, symmetric, and func-
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(a) Transitive (b) Symmetric

(c) Functional (d) Asymmetric

Fig. 3. Histograms of axiom study results. We choose the results of FB15k-237 for symmetric and asymmetric relations. Since there is no
transitive and functional relations in FB15k-237, we use the results of YAGO3-10 instead for and transitive and functional relations. For each
pair of results on a model, the left one indicates the Hit@10 (NDCG@1) value of the baseline model, while the right one indicates the value of
the model with the FOG framework.

tional properties. The axiom study results indicate that
models with the FOG framework learned the relation
semantic property axioms better.

5.8. Case Study

In this section, we provide a case study for the link
prediction task to demonstrate the results of the FOG
enhanced models.

Table 7 shows the top-5 prediction results for the
FOG enhanced models. Among the queries, isMar-
riedTo and isLocatedIn were relations specified by an
axiom in C-set. The first two queries were head and
tail predictions for the same triple with symmetric re-
lation isMarriedTo. The results demonstrated that the

top-1 predictions were exactly entities of the marriage
couples.

To simply demonstrate the performance of the
model for the transitive relation, we performed leave-
one-out filtering only on the training/validation/test
sets to determine whether the top predictions made
sense. As the results demonstrated, the top-5 predic-
tions were all true positive triples derived from FOG,
which demonstrated that the model did allow for some
generalization and inference over the transitive rela-
tions. Meanwhile, relation diedIn and hasCapital were
functional and inverse functional relations specified
by axioms in V-set. The results demonstrated that the
top-1 prediction not only accurately hit the unique
ground truth but also had a significantly higher predic-
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Table 7
Case study on link prediction task for FOG enhanced models. For each query, we list the top-5 results ranked by prediction scores. Valid
predictions are marked in bold.

Query Top 5 triples with highest score

(Henry_VII_of_England, isMarriedTo, ?) Elizabeth_of_York(1.71)
Mary_Tudor,_Queen_of_France(1.56)

Catherine_of_Valois(0.99)
Margaret_Tudor(0.83)

Beatrice_of_England(0.72)

(?, isMarriedTo, Elizabeth_of_York) Henry_VII_of_England(1.71)
Elizabeth_Woodville (0.97)

Edward_IV_of_England (0.94)
Henry_VIII_of_England(0.80)

Margaret_Tudor(0.63)

(?, isLocatedIn, Pilsen) Plzeň-South_District(1.78)
Klatovy_District(1.59)

Domažlice_District(1.45)
Rokycany(1.29)

Plzeň-City_District(1.24)

(Aleksei_Yuryevich_German, diedIn, ?) Saint_Petersburg(0.61)
Moscow (-1.30)
Minsk (-1.78)
Riga (-2.06)

Samara,_Russia (-2.24)

(?, hasCapital, Kandy) Central_Province_Sri_Lanka(1.52)
Northern_Province,_Sri_Lanka (0.47)
Central_Province,_Sri_Lanka(0.45)

North_Central_Province,_Sri_Lanka (0.24)
Kandy_District (-0.24)

tion score than the left, which means that the FOG en-
hanced model was capable of capturing the semantic
property of functionality and inverse functionality.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an ontology-guided joint
embedding framework that can be easily used with ex-
isting KG embedding models. The basic idea of this
framework is to incorporate the semantic rules and
constraints specified in the ontology through a joint
loss function with two losses defined on the derived
positive and negative instance sets under the OWA.
We also proposed two reasoning capability evaluation
metrics to evaluate the capability of the model to pre-
dict positive triples whose derivation requires complex
reasoning and avoid mistaken predictions of true neg-
ative triples. The experimental results demonstrated
that models with our ontology-guided joint embedding
framework generally performed better than their corre-

sponding baseline models on most evaluation metrics
for different tasks and datasets, which indicated the ef-
fectiveness of the framework for models with different
structures and designed for different tasks.

For future work, we will consider more complete
types of ontology axioms to enhance our framework.
Meanwhile, we will also build an ontology-guided KG
embedding framework that includes typical KG em-
bedding methods to equip them with better reasoning
capability.
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Table A.1
Hyper-parameter settings of baseline models. The dimension of embeddings k is set to be 100 except training TransE and QuatE with YAGO3-
10. k is set to be 500 under these circumstances. L2-norm regularization is applied for all baseline models. lr is the learning rate, γ is the
discriminative margin in pairwise ranking loss, and the three numbers in batch_size separated by a slash are the batch_size for FB15k-237,
NELL-995, and YAGO3-10 respectively. Since KBGAT uses a Graph Attention Network (GAT) as encoder and a CNN as decoder, we denote
the two networks as KBGAT-GAT and KBGAT-conv respectively.

Model batch_size lr γ others

TransE 512/512/1,024 0.001 1.0 -

ConvKB 128/128/128 0.000005 - filter_sizes = 1, num_filters = 50,
dropout_keep_prob = 1, useCon-
stantInit = True (useConstantInit
= False for NELL-995)

QuatE 27,211/14,967/1,024 0.1 1.0 λ1 = 0.3, λ2 = 0.3, neg = 10, (λ1
= 0.1, λ2 = 0.1 for NELL-995)

On2Vec 500/500/500 0.001 1.0 α1 = 0, α2 = 0.5

KBGAT-GAT 272,115/149,678/107,904 0.001 1.0 neg_s_gat = 2, dropGAT = 0.3,
α = 0.2, out_dim = [100, 200]
weight_decay_gat = 0.00001, par-
tial_2hop = True, nheads = [2, 2]

KBGAT-conv 128/128/128 0.001 - αconv = 0.2, neg_s_conv = 40,
out_channels = 50, dropconv =
0.3

Table A.2
Hyper-parameters settings for models with our FOG mechanism in FB15k-237.

FOG-TranE FOG-ConvKB FOG-QuatE FOG-On2Vec FOG-KBGAT(GAT) FOG-KBGAT(conv)

α1 1 0.5 8 0.6 1 1
α2 1 0.5 8 0.6 1 1
γ′ 1.5 - - 1.5 1.5 -
θ - 1.2 1.2 - - 1.2

Table A.3
Hyper-parameters settings for models with our FOG mechanism in NELL-995.

FOG-TranE FOG-ConvKB FOG-QuatE FOG-On2Vec FOG-KBGAT(GAT) FOG-KBGAT(conv)

α1 1 1 1 0.6 1 1
α2 1 5 1 0.6 1 1
γ′ 1.5 - - 1.5 1.5 -
θ - 1.2 1.2 - - 1.2

Appendix A. Hyper-parameter settings

Hyper-parameters of the baseline models. The hyper-
parameter settings of baseline models are listed in Ta-
ble A.1.

During the testing of baseline models, we found the
results of KBGAT are not stable on both relation pre-
diction and link prediction tasks, and the results of
ConKB are not stable on relation prediction task. For

these unstable models, we repeated the training and
testing for 10 times and reported the average values for
each metrics. For other models, we trained for 3 times
and reported the latest result.

Hyper-parameters of the FOG enhanced models. The
hyper-parameter settings as well as the number of
epoch implemented on our FOG enhanced models are
listed in Table A.2, A.3, A.4, and A.5.
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Table A.4
Hyper-parameters settings for models with our FOG mechanism in YAGO3-10.

FOG-TranE FOG-ConvKB FOG-QuatE FOG-On2Vec FOG-KBGAT(GAT) FOG-KBGAT(conv)

α1 1 1 1 0.6 1 1
α2 1 1 1 0.6 1 1
γ′ 1.5 - - 1.5 1.5 -
θ - 1.2 1.2 - - 1.2
ratiorp 57% 3.4% 3.4% 10% 23% 23%
ratiolp 57% 3.4% 3.4% - 3.4% 3.4%

Table A.5
Number of epoch for the training of the FOG enhanced models.

FOG-TranE FOG-ConvKB FOG-QuatE FOG-On2Vec FOG-KBGAT(GAT/conv)

FB15k-237 800 200 5000 1000 3000/150
NELL-995 800 200 5000 1200 3000/150
YAGO3-10 4000 4000 5000 3000 3000/500

Appendix B. Experimental results on efficiency

Time cost of training and testing We list the average
training time per epoch and the average prediction time
per triple on FB15k-237 for all baseline models and
enhanced models in Table A.6.

Table A.6
Average training/predicting time per epoch/triple on FB15k-237 for
baseline models and FOG enhanced models.

T(train) T(testlp) T(testrp)

TransE 1.35s 3.13ms 0.62ms
FOG-TransE 1.31s 3.13ms 0.60ms

ConvKB 3.34s 0.10s 0.84ms
FOG-ConvKB 4.78s 0.12s 0.90ms

QuatE 1.54s 3.67ms 1.12ms
FOG-QuatE 1.81s 3.68ms 1.13ms

On2Vec 7.55s - 0.37ms
FOG-On2vec 10.92s - 0.39ms

KBGAT 0.89s/43.12s 15.26ms 1.85ms
FOG-KBGAT 1.46s/45.77s 15.33ms 2.16ms

T(testlp) and T(testrp) denote the prediction time
of link prediction and relation prediction respec-
tively. The two results of T(train) for KBGAT (FOG-
KBGAT) separated by a slash are the training time of
the encoder and decoder respectively.
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